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Abstract—In this paper, we address schema pre-integration in the integration of modeling language independent behavioral schemata. In doing so, we propose and present a set of tasks that should be carried out not only to improve and clarify the meaning of a schema, but also to facilitate the resulting time consuming and error-prone phases in the integration process. Due to the complexity of schema pre-integration, domain experts and repositories (e.g. ontologies) are still important sources of knowledge and should therefore be involved during the whole integration process. As its main contribution, the paper offers new tasks to perform in the schema pre-integration process as well as an adjusted and enriched work of previously presented tasks for schema pre-integration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When designing an information system, the designer and domain experts produce a set of conceptual schemata illustrating both the structural (static) and the behavioral (dynamic) aspects. During the development of larger proposed information systems or enterprise models, these models cannot be built at once into one schema. Often, initially different views are generated, which have to be merged afterwards into the proposed overall schema. Due to the fact that it is one information system, and not a set (cf. set of schemata) that is going to be developed, the conceptual schemata need to be integrated. In another integration scenario, separate information systems based on separate schemata already exist. However, due to various reasons (merging of enterprises, the need for consolidating federated databases for information retrieval etc.), these schemata have to be integrated in order to show the whole picture. Whereas the first scenario is often referred to as “view integration”, the second one is called “schema integration”. Since both integration scenarios are based on schemata (either final schemata or schema parts), we follow the definition given in [1] and will hereafter use the term “schema integration”. Schema integration is described by [1] as “the activity of integrating the schemas of existing or proposed databases into a global, unified schema.” (p. 323) and is by the same authors divided into four phases: pre-integration, comparison of the schemata, conforming the schemata and, merging and restructuring. We extend this definition only in the aspect that we do not only concentrate on databases. Databases are one application domain of the integration process.

The focus of this paper is the first phase: pre-integration. The reason for focusing on pre-integration is its important impact on the integration step. In the literature, it is already shown that this process can influence how efficiently different schemata can be merged.

This holds especially true if we do not focus on a specific modeling language but try to integrate schemata modeled in different languages for the same purpose. For instance, one schema could be modeled in the business process modeling notation (BPMN) [2] whereas another one could be modeled using ARIS event process chains [3]. In [4], it was shown that this can happen if the business process models of two enterprises that from now on will be in a consortium, must be merged.

Hence, our approach is based on previous approaches on schema integration and particularly on schema pre-integration. The approach is novel, since it tries to introduce modeling language independent schemata, which have the same aim and purpose, as input for the integration process. It focuses on the special tasks that must be considered in such a scenario (i.e. transforming the different modeling elements to a common abstract level).

This paper is therefore structured as follows: in section two, we describe the schema integration process as such. We mainly refer to the important work of [1]. In section three, we address related work on pre-integration and in section four the tasks to perform in schema pre-integration are described. Finally, the paper closes with conclusions and an outlook to future work.

II. THE SCHEMA INTEGRATION PROCESS

In [1], the authors divided the integration process into four activities: pre-integration, comparison of the schemata,
conforming the schemata and merging and restructuring. To grasp what schema integration is all about, each of these four activities will now be shortly addressed and described.

A. Pre-integration

In the pre-integration activity, general analyses of the schemata are applied in order to find strategies for how the schemata have to be integrated. This includes the:

- choice of schemata (views) that have to be integrated into a whole schema,
- collection of additional relevant information that are interesting during integration (i.e. assertions or constraints that must hold among the schemata), and
- strategy (policy) for the integration process (i.e. which schema comes first, which schema is integrated with which other schema).

According to the results described in [1], the integration policy can be a binary and an n-ary policy. The binary integration strategy can be further divided into a ladder-procedure or a balanced procedure. The n-ary approaches can be divided into a one-shot integration and iterative strategy. Integration policy is called a ladder, if there are two schemata that are integrated at the beginning. The first intermediate integration result is then integrated with a third schema. The resulting second intermediate integrated schema is then integrated with a fourth schema and so on. In the balanced strategy, all the source schemata are integrated pairwise. The first intermediate integrated schemata are then integrated pairwise (i.e. the integration of schemata behaves like a binary tree). In the one shot approach, all the schemata are integrated into one global schema at once. If more than 2 schemata are integrated and it is not done in a one-shot strategy, then it is called an iterative strategy, The ordering of schemata and intermediate integrated schemata might be important, especially in the iterative and the ladder strategies. In these approaches, as well as in the balanced approach, it might be important which schema is integrated with which other schema. In [1], advantages and problems of the different strategies are discussed.

B. Comparison of the schemata

In this activity, it must be detected if concepts are the same or are different. Conflicts (i.e. concepts are identical or different) can be classified into naming conflicts. For instance are “employee” and “staff” the same concepts or not? Besides naming conflicts, structural conflicts can also appear in the schemata. For instance, the same concept can be modeled as an attribute in one schema and as an entity type in another schema.

C. Conforming the Schemata

In this activity, conflicts are resolved as best as possible and the schema is transformed (i.e. prepared) for the merging activity. The results of this activity are schemata with schema elements that conform (e.g. in the schemata to be integrated, a concept such as "customer" is an entity type in both schemata).

D. Merging and Restructuring

In this activity, the schemata will be integrated into one schema. Besides conflict resolution described in the previous section, it is also necessary to complete the integrated schema. For instance, if in one schema the concept “employee” exists and in another schema the concept “manager” exists, then it might be necessary to introduce a generalization relationship between manager and employee. Several other operations for this activity are introduced in [1].

III. RELATED WORK

The work presented in [1] and [5] showed that only three works explicitly mentioned the pre-integration step. In the following, other integration approaches were published, which focused on several aspects of the integration problem.

A. Integration of Structure

In [6], the authors discovered that integration of structural schemata can be explained with attribute equivalence. They concluded that this is the basic concept throughout schema integration. The integration process starts with an existing (logical) database schema.

Another work on operators for deciding on the similarity or dissimilarity of schema construct was described in [7].

In [8], the author uses logical assertions to define which constructs of two conceptual models are equivalent. On the basis of these defined assertions, he proposed a method for the automatic integration of the two schemata.

The work presented in [9] concentrates on the automatic detection of naming conflicts.

Algorithms for structural schema integrations are introduced in [10].

Also in the approach presented in [11], the aim is to integrate existing database schemata. For this purpose, they enrich the schema semantically.

An object oriented framework for the integration of heterogeneous databases is presented in [12].

In [13] the authors discuss the impact of linguistic knowledge for the integration step. This approach is based on the well-established assumption that relationships are expressed by a verb. From a linguistic point of view, verbs always have a semantic structure in which nouns play a certain semantic role. For instance if a person buys something, then person has the semantic role of an actor. This knowledge can be used during the merging process (e.g. comparing only actors if two relationships are named with the same verb).

In [14] the authors introduce a black board architecture for schema integration of existing databases. A black board architecture system supports the sharing of knowledge from different knowledge sources. These knowledge sources are the designers and end users who feed the system with their knowledge.

The impact of similarity measures for schema matching and data integration is discussed in [15].
B. Integration of Behavior and other Aspects

Up to now, the described mentioned approaches were developed to integrate structural aspects (i.e. information needed for database design).

Integration of behavioral aspects in object oriented models is mentioned in the work of [16][17]. They describe the integration of state charts of an object type (e.g. life cycle of a book in a library [17]).

In [18], the authors present another interesting work of integration of dynamic object oriented models. Their work is based on the formalization of state chart constructs.

In [19], the authors provide a roadmap for behavior-based integration. They propose a meta class framework on which integration should be based.

An overview of business process integration is given in [20].

OWL-S ontologies are proposed as a support in a method for business process integration [21]. The business process models are firstly transformed into OWL-S models, which are then integrated.

In [22], the authors describe the integration of use cases. The authors exploit information of modular petri nets, which describe these use cases.

Finally requirement statements on behavior are integrated using the behavior tree approach [23]

C. Pre-Integration

Among these above-listed approaches, pre-integration was either explicitly mentioned or, according to the needed input for the integration step, it could be concluded which kind of tasks are necessary in the pre-integration step.

Because the research work of both [6] and [14] used sources that were relational schemata, these sources are firstly brought into a canonical form (i.e. a specific conceptual model). This can be seen as a pre-integration step. In [14], the authors also explicitly mention the pre-integration step. In their work, schema translation and pre-integration are separate steps. Their pre-integration is about making a decision about the policy used to integrate the schemata (i.e. binary, ladder or n-ary strategy).

The need for defining assertions and constraints as mentioned in [6] and in [8] might also be treated as part of a pre-integration step, since the schemata are prepared in order to make integration easier. The step denoted as “assertion specification” or “schema integration assertion” in [6] and in [8] respectively, is subsumed as the schematic inter-schema relation integration in the work of [14]. A similar policy of pre-integration can be found in [11]. Their first step of integration is called “semantic enrichment phase”. This step contains a knowledge acquisition step and a schema conversion step. In the knowledge acquisition, the schemata are analyzed to discover semantics and implicit restrictions (e.g. keys, attribute dependencies). Afterwards, everything is also converted to a canonical form. In their work, this canonical form is a BLOOM schema.

The methodology presented in [13] implies that there are linguistic knowledge bases (i.e. lexicons) that can be used. Furthermore, elements of an entity relationship model must be extended with this extra information. Hence, the use of the lexicons and the generation of extra information are part of a pre-integration step. The outcome of this step is then the input for the subsequent steps.

The work of [16] and [17] has some sort of pre-integration work as well. The first phase is called “integration in the large”, whereas the second phase is called “integration in the small”. Integration in the large can be seen as a kind of pre-integration, because relationships between state charts are built manually. These relationships express the “dependencies” between state charts which are considered for integration. These relationships support the search for an integration plan in order to reduce expensive integration operations.

The work presented in [19], a pre-integration step is briefly discussed. The pre-integration starts with the definition of the behavior and structure of the meta classes for a domain, which can then be specialized for a certain application.

In the work presented in [21], an ontology based method for business integration. OWL-S can be seen as the canonical form within a pre-integration step.

The modular petri nets used in [22] can be interpreted as the canonical form to describe the behavior within use cases, which support the integration process.

The behavior tree model is the canonical form for integration of requirements in [23].

As shown in section II and section III, pre-integration is only partially in focus. In this paper, we therefore focus and highlight the pre-integration phase and present new tasks as well as adjusted and enriched tasks that should be used in the pre-integration phase. In the long run, these tasks should not only reduce the time needed for integration but also reduce the risk of errors occurring.

IV. Pre-Integration in Schema Integration

Pre-integration is the first step that should be carried out when conducting schema integration. However, studying related work within the research field shows that this phase has often been overlooked [24], and in some of the early methods, it was not even mentioned [1].

In the semi-automatic method for the integration of modeling language independent behavioral schemata that we are currently researching, we propose conducting the following tasks in the pre-integration step: a) translate the schemata into one modeling language, b) schema constituent name adaption, c) schema constituent disambiguation, d) standardization of the abstraction level, e) recognition and resolution of intra-schema conflicts, f) introduction of missing constituents, g) selecting the integration strategy, and h) selecting the order of integration.

It should be noted that similar phases have been mentioned for the integration of structural schemata (see for instance [25]). However, in [25], the authors researched the integration of structural schemata, whereas we research the integration of behavioral schemata. It should also be noted that not all tasks were addressed in [25] and if the task was addressed it needs to be adjusted to fit integration of
behavioral schemata, as will be shown and exemplified in this section. Most of the described tasks can be atomized or at least partly atomized contributing to a semi-automatic approach to schema pre-integration.

A. Translate the schemata into one modeling language

The first task to perform in schema pre-integration is to translate all schemata into one modeling language. In [24], this task was called canonization. Choosing the right canonical model for the current project is also emphasized in [26] in which the author focuses on schema translation in federated information systems stating that “[…] the canonical data model must have an expressiveness which is equal to or greater than that of any of the native models in the federation. […] a canonical data model should contain as few basic constructs as possible.” (p. 15). In our method, this means translating all schema elements to conditions (pre- and post) and process types, which are the minimal modeling constituents for describing and modeling the behavior of an information system [27]. In [4], this was demonstrated using a small library system prepared for integration. In [4], it was also emphasized that during this transformation, it is important that all labels of the original schema elements are represented in the process type e.g., Reserve Educational Book becomes Customer Reserves Educational Book, adding the actor into the process type label. This task can often be partly atomized, since tools exist that can aid in the process of translating a schema from one modeling language to another. However, the schema produced by these tools should be viewed as an intermediate schema, since these most likely need to be manually adjusted to meet all rules of the chosen modeling language. In the end, it is still the domain expert that has the domain knowledge and therefore can decide how the processes and states should be combined and described.

B. Schema constituent name adaption

The second task to perform in schema pre-integration is to adapt schema constituent names to specific naming rules. The names of constituents are very important and if they are put together, they should reflect the meaning of either a condition or a process type. However, to facilitate semi-automatic schema integration, they should not only be readable for humans, e.g. domain experts and designers, but also be readable to a computerized application. This means that a formal language is not useful but neither is natural language since it is ambiguous. We therefore use naming guidelines to adjust the language used in the schemata and thereby end up with a controlled subset of natural language. In [27] and [28], this was first mentioned as an important guideline, called standardization of concept notions.

Three examples on how to use this task and when it is applicable are as follows:

- name static concepts in **singular** (e.g. Books → Book)
- name process types with the **verb + noun** rule (e.g. order → order Book)
- name conditions with the **noun + verbal principal** rule (e.g. reserved → Book reserved).

Since we assume that integration of structural schemata is conducted before integration of behavioral schemata, the integrated structural schema can also be used as an information repository; it can even be used as a template on how to adjust constituent names.

Finally, similar and complementary approaches are given in [28] and [29], where the authors described a controlled language approach for OWL verbalization [28] and schema constituent adaption [29].

C. Schema constituent disambiguation

The third task to perform in schema pre-integration is schema constituent disambiguation. In this task, we add descriptions and definitions of process types and conditions. This task could either be done manually by domain experts or automatic suggestions could be generated using domain ontologies or general lexicons such as Wordnet [30]. However, to get a good and reliable result from this step, it is important that prior to this task schema constituent name adaption has been conducted. Since we also assume that integration of structural schemata is done prior to integration of behavioral schemata, the results from that task could also be used within schema constituent disambiguation. For instance, having conducted schema element disambiguation for static schemata [25], we have already collected definitions and explanations of important structural concepts that could be reused. The integrated structural schema also indicates which structural concepts need to be processed and given conditions (see also schema constituent name adaption). This task is rather complex and often we need to split sentences or sequences of words into single words and from that move on with the disambiguation task [28].

D. Standardization of the abstraction level

The fourth task to perform in pre-integration is standardization of the abstraction level. In [16] and [17], the authors address integration of state charts, mentioning the problem of **state overlapping**, meaning one state in a specific state chart corresponds partially to a specific state in another state chart. In [27], it was mentioned that similar problems were identified in the integration of behavioral schemata, where they were called **process type overlapping** and **condition overlapping**.

In our method, we address the overlap problem by trying to standardize the abstraction level in each behavioral schema. In doing so, we agree with [28] who also address the problem of different abstraction levels, stating that the schemata should be detailed without addressing implementation issues and each modeling element should be atomic. If for instance a process type is recognized as not being atomic, the process type needs to be analyzed and modified to fulfill this criterion.

E. Recognition and resolution of intra-schema conflicts

The fifth task to perform in schema pre-integration is recognition and resolution of intra-schema conflicts. This means analyzing one single source schema aiming to recognize conflicts (similarities and differences) within the schema. This is an important task since oftentimes two
process types or conditions are named the same but the actual meaning is very different, or that one process type or condition is given different names but the actual meaning is the same. In other words, in this task we look for potential homonym and synonym conflicts. To do so, we not only analyze and compare the name of the constituents, but also the neighborhoods (surrounding). Comparing the neighborhood of the constituent has also been addressed in relation to integration of structural schemata. In [31] and [32] for example, the authors use neighborhood comparison as a matching strategy during semi-automatic integration of modeling language independent structural schemata. Similar techniques are also used in the DIKE approach [33] and the GeRoMeSuite [34]. However, our approach is placed much closer to the work presented in [31] and [32], due to the focus on modeling language independent integration.

F. Introduction of missing constituents

The sixth task to perform in schema pre-integration is the introduction of missing constituents. More precisely, this means introducing missing process types, conditions or connections between constituents. During several of the described pre-integration tasks, e.g. translate the schemata into one modeling language and standardization of the abstraction level, the domain expert and designer might identify holes: some constituents are missing in the schema that is currently being prepared for integration. In this task, the process types, conditions and connections between them that are identified by the domain experts and designers are added manually. If a domain ontology and/or taxonomy are available, these can be used to recognize a missing connection between two constituents. The possibility of using a behavioral taxonomy to enrich behavioral schemata was also addressed by [19]. However, their approach focused on the object oriented modeling paradigm, while we instead research modeling language independent integration of behavioral schemata.

G. Selecting the integration strategy

The seventh task to perform in schema pre-integration is selecting the integration strategy. In this task, the order of integration is decided. The integration order can be divided into binary and n-ary integration. Binary integration can further be divided into binary ladder and binary balanced and n-ary integration into n-ary one-shot and n-ary iterative [1].

In our approach, we have decided to use binary ladder, meaning two schemata are always integrated (see section II A). Using binary ladder is preferred since the complexity is reduced due to only processing two schemata within each iteration and we can also in a semi-automatic way decide upon a first suggestion of the order of integration.

During the 1980’s, this task was also the main task researched for pre-integration in the integration of structural schemata (e.g. [5][35]).

H. Selecting the order of integration

The last task to perform in schema pre-integration is selecting the order of integration. Having decided to use binary ladder (see the former task), this task should result in a decision regarding the specific integration order, meaning which schemata should first be integrated and so on. To decide upon the specific integration order, we not only analyze and compare the pre-condition(s) and the post-condition(s) of each schema, but we also analyze the process type descriptions. By analyzing and comparing the conditions, we mean the first and last conditions of each schema. For instance, the first condition of schema one is the pre-condition Book Not Reserved and the last post-condition of the same schema is Book Reserved. This means that conditions within the schema are in this step viewed as a black box. In other words, in this task we are looking for conditions that might be the same. For instance, two disjoint schemata have the same post-conditions, a post-condition in one schema is a pre-condition in another (consecutive), two parallel schemata have the same pre- and/or post-conditions, two alternative schemata have the same pre- and/or post-conditions and finally two schemata are viewed as equivalent having the same pre-and post conditions. For a more detailed discussion and description of schema relationship types, please see [16][17], who research the integration of state charts and [28], who research integration of Klagenfurt Conceptual Pre-Design Models [36].

To complement the analysis and comparison of conditions, we also count the occurrences of the most important terms used within the schemata. This should be done since the resulting figures could aid in the process of deciding the order or integration. For instance, if schema one describes the process of storing an order and schema two describes the process of updating an already stored order, counting the number of “order” should most likely indicate that these two schemata should be integrated in one iteration.

Selecting the order of integration is also facilitated if the task of standardization of the abstraction level has already been carried out. Additionally, the integrated structural schemata can be used as a knowledge source, since in it the static data are defined and described.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have addressed schema pre-integration in the integration of language independent behavioral schemata. In doing so, we have presented and described a set of tasks that are important to carry out to facilitate the resulting time consuming and error-prone integration process.

In this paper, it has been shown that in all presented tasks, some type of electronic knowledge source could and should be used to assist the domain experts and designers, contributing to a semi-automatic approach to schema pre-processing.

In future research, we will continue our work on developing a semi-automatic method for the integration of modeling language independent behavioral schemata. In doing so, we will amongst other things research how to use knowledge sources, such as ontologies, taxonomies, dictionaries and lexicons, in the entire integration process.
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